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KEYPAD USER MANUEL 

 

KEYPAD MAIN SCREEN USER MANUEL: 

The keypad has been applied to prevent the unauthorized use of the location key.Press blue (minus) 

and green keys  1 time before doing the following. After pressing the keys at the same time, 

you will see that the symbols on the display flash. When the icons on the screen flash, the keys will 

be ready to issue commands for one person. When the icons are flashing, the following keys have 

the following functions; 

 

1-  The external radar is disabled when the red button on the position key is pressed and a single 

arrow image is displayed as in the picture. When the red button is pressed again, a double arrow 

appears on the visual display and 2 radars are turned on. 

2- The snowflake picture appears when the blue button  on the position key is pressed. The door is 

in winter mode. When the door is now opened, it will be opened halfway in the direction 

determined by the user. When the same key is pressed again, the sun comes out and the door 

returns to normal operating mode. When the door is in normal operation mode, the door is closed.  

3- When we press the blue button  on the position key, the door open sign appears on the 

screen and the door moves to the open position. In the open position, the wings are released from 

the engine load 

 

4- When the door is in the normal operation mode, the lock on sign is displayed. When we press the 

green button , the door switches to locked state . If present, the electromechanical lock is 

switched to the locked state. 
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KEYPAD OPTIONS MENU USER MANUEL: 

The red menu key on the location key and the green menu key are same for 2 seconds. 

When held down, enters the setting menu, which is the service menu. 

 

1- When you want to change the LANGUAGE option on the screen; The green menu key is 

pressed once to blink the text on the screen. We can replace the blinking text with the plus  

and minus  keys on the location key. When the desired option is reached, the green menu key 

 is pressed again and the desired selection is made. Press the plus key to switch to the next 

setting. 

2- When prompted to change the OPENING SPEED on the screen; The green menu key  is 

pressed once to blink the text on the screen. We can replace the blinking text with the plus  

and minus  keys on the location key. When the desired option is reached, the green menu 

key  is pressed again and the desired selection is made. Press the plus key to switch to the 

next setting. 

3- When you want to change the CLOSING SPEED on the screen; The green menu key  is pressed 

once to blink the text on the screen. We can replace the blinking text with the plus  and minus 

keys  on the location key. When the desired option is reached, the green menu key  is 

pressed again and the desired selection is made. Press the plus key to switch to the next setting. 

 

4- When you want to change the WAITING TIME on the screen; The green menu key  is pressed 

once to blink the text on the screen. We can replace the blinking text with the plus  and minus 

keys  on the location key. When the desired option is reached, the green menu key  is 

pressed again and the desired selection is made. Press the plus key to switch to the next setting. 


